
UP MOVIE REVIEW

"Up" is a wonderful film, with characters who are as believable as any characters can be who spend much of their time
floating above the rain.

This isn't a movie like " Monsters vs. And where other recent Pixar films have failed specifically in their
lengthy runtimes and frequent need to drag themselves out , Up does not. Positive Messages Carl and Russell
become good friends and teach each other about responsibility, caring for nature, and the movie's main theme
about "the spirit of adventure. This obsessed sadist lives alone on his airship tethered in the jungle with
slavering dogs he's taught to speak and to kill and thinks only of restoring his early fame. And a kid who, for
once, isn't smarter than all the adults. Treasure people, not things. It begins with a romance as sweet and
lovely as any I can recall in feature animation. Eventually, the two bond on their way to Paradise Falls, and the
irascible Carl discovers both the son he never had and his own youthful self by fulfilling the adventure he and
Ellie didn't manage. Vocal performances Muntz turns out to be different from the hero that Carl had once
imagined him to be. One character falls to his death. Keith Booker described the love between Carl and Ellie
as touching. Fredricksen, whether the old guy likes it or not. These creatures do far more than ruffle his
feathers until he stoically arms himself for the fray. Fredricksen," the boy says, clinging to the siding for dear
life. But then the spring starts its work, diminishing our gleaming dreams drop by drop. While WALL-E is
perhaps the most startlingly unique and original animated picture of the last decade, Up still manages to pack
in a lot of uniqueness. The website's critics consensus reads, "An exciting, funny, and poignant adventure, Up
offers an impeccably crafted story told with wit and arranged with depth, as well as yet another visual Pixar
treat. This process is silent, except for music the elder Ellie doesn't even have a voice credit. I was almost
exhausted with laughter and in need of a rest before Wall-E even started. While also describing the scene of
the two of them aging as a "masterpiece of its own kind," he was not sure how much children would
appreciate the scene, commenting that his son was squirming in his seat during the scene. Muntz travels the
world in his airship, The Spirit of Adventure, visiting exotic places and collecting strange animals, and Carl
and his spirited childhood sweetheart, Ellie, are determined to emulate him. We can't help it, really. Some of
our dreams go unfulfilled. We first see him as a schoolboy, his youthful sense of adventure whetted by the
appearance of his hero, Charles F Muntz Christopher Plummer , in a black-and-white newsreel shown in a
cinema back in the s. Then they make a heartbreaking discovery. But instead, it handles it quite well; splitting
the film into quadrants and allowing the themes and plot line to coincide with whatever emotional response
the filmmakers are going for. Until he reaches its hallowedâ€” Knock, knock, knock. The movie will be shown
in 3-D in some theaters, about which I will say nothing, except to advise you to save the extra money and see
it in 2-D. They have tempers, problems and obsessions. It's a triumph of design, and perhaps owes its
inspiration, though not its appearance, to Miyazaki's "Castle in the Sky. Unhappy with this idea, the former
balloon salesman ties thousands of balloons to his house and simply floats away, en route to his dream
adventure. In bounces Russell, with his brilliant, balloon-like merit badges and his buoyant personality. This
may sound like it is an issue, and that the film has a problem holding its ground with its tonal structure. We
build them high, snow upon snow upon snow, until they tower over our heads and seem to stand like
glistening stone. Where WALL-E spent the majority of its runtime primarily on Earth with its main character,
a love interest and a cockroach, Up spends its majority with Carl, Russell, a "bird" named Kevin and a talking
dog named Dug voiced by co-director Bob Peterson. It is a story, and a story in the word's best, most mythical
senseâ€”a narrative that educates and entertains, a fairy tale that can make your heart larger. And as said
previously, the tonal shifts work excellently in Up's favour. Fans were able to view the vignettes on Apple
iTunes movie trailer site and YouTube.


